ENO SUTRAMAN()
Anything At All On Earth Like Love

Your Highness, may this sonnet's throbbing pulse of beauty be a token of
-Oh stop this phonetics  boredom empyreal pathetic lesson of your love to me-
Rise, rise your eyes, stop morbid moping, ride a carousel,  get frolics with the
ladies not so troubled with so somber deep,
They will simply make it sex of you -a whole lot of  exclamation stanza,
Get drunk you raven rave, don't pour your tears, belch innards -verses, virtues,
spleen , are the same at night  as cats are grey
Your Highness, I can not stand the...Stand my admonition or precluded is your to
me admission, part time page audition,
Quote unquote Poet-hardly you! Don't look a way,
Look simply here- here is for your expenses, get you gone- don't question mark
the ladies,
Even of the night, escalade them forte, impregnate  them with  your carnal heat
till
They fire back in kisses and caresses, broken is your poor squalid self...well my
page, What do I say?
Your Highness, this sonnet is so somber  query and question
Is there anything at all on earth  like love?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Aren't You Up For This My Saint

Sweep you clean your pass intentional for gain the poet over- the hunt goes on:
The baits carnal international - gal, sum, bank leading in UK -data perused-
Traits facial of grief, cosmetics, sorrow special - shock, sympathy seduced,
The ruse sensational -fox mimics fiscal freedom body capabilities reduced,
An account of salvation army is tipped,
Fees, expenses to modesty are clipped,
Bitter salty tears poured and sipped-
In company of some holy father and advocate of banknotes I transfer
To prove the probity of suffocating sobs here I refer
To make me subject of your credit mercy I incur
But darling the transfer of real money -be it my way-
The painted clipper on the painted ocean -so poetic let me say
We should be prosaic, security titanic, put sentiments aside ok?
Nota bene darling -keep your appetite for me keen and foremost-
Near the painted island of bliss the clipper is cruising off coast
Where my stuck naked tenderness remains faithfully foreclosed
But the brush of all the sweep of treasure island
Is in your hands and God's intention for my gain
Aren't you up for this my saint?

ENO SUTRAMAN
**Bon Appetite My Man**

Flight envy, fame- scolded -tongue -genre, uproar, twisted,
Embrace hard the luck tackle, lot - nova pan-cosmic,
Gravitate to rigor self -muck enhanced, ultra mime seismic
Faults exposing -con, trance the animal fine twin-witted-
Are there any traces in all of you of man-woman eating?
Preferences embrace vice versa, perversion, all -but the devouring slow worm
Unemployment threatened -Holy Communion feeding,
Kidding-we love nature- hard crust Earth corpses equality to earn?
Envy worm -hardly an anima at all!
Cursed full employment -another post mortem
Transgression ominous- already half -eaten,
Fame worm, love brother at near sight-your caste is beaten
Flight worm to Egypt- humanity corpse is, a propos, disowned
Embrace you hard the Sands of Times
And what is there left, enfolded?
A mummy?
Bon appetite
My man...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Bubble Bored

I'm bored and hate myself-each sec peck, kick, cries out get out of the slumber!
I'm deaf and numb and hate myself- each sec sneak snug licks boredom
into slumber...
I'm slumber bubble bored and hate myself.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Buoyancy Of Light And Sound

Euterpe - the Muse, my Queen
The keen Ear seize your crystal echo ting
Ensemble diamond filigree will sing-
The Verity my heart intone-
Each beat a verse - I'm not alone
Harmony celestial mundane and eternal
Conquer my inner times and space,
In intricate and florid solar sound of lace-
Cleft, note, line, spaces, Eutepe's footfalls,
The Weaver sonant in patterns shiny intricate and tender
Evolve the tiptoe golden ray of wisdom love and art-
The whirlwind sheen - hands of Muse's love embrace and kiss
The poet in distress in lands of vulgarity bread crumbs lender
Its hiss and constant clamor cease...
Ark of heaven in me that is-
Dreaming of buoyancy of Light and Sound to sail the Sea of complete solitude.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Circle To My Soul

One day GURU drew a circle and said -‘Divide the Circle,
Each disciple came up and divided the CIRCLE
Till there was only nothing to divide-
‘You always follow bad advice? ‘ said Guru and drew a CIRCLE...

TO MY SOUL

In scruffy dreads and turpitude so hard to fixate oneself on a dream,
To fashion a faceted fireball motive - a breath intake-out fanciful spin-
Top spinning magenta ultramarine;
Away from the muzzle, sight shooter pin pointed scream,
Square deal nuzzle, Magna Carta, Scripture digest
Circle kin souls infinity mantra eonian sheen
To enfold, To lean on, holding hard to my soul.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Disciple-Lover

The crimson flame is visible -
quintessence its me Thee fascinate
Euterpe's magic realm Thee contemplate,
I trust my heart to your crucible
Melt the moody coils melancholia,
whirlwind my soul, my poem Fantasia
-Your lips are tangible
In stanza time, your divine space-
Triple chords in rhymes and leap
Intrigue- tease, I find the poetic
To ambiguity of meaning
And ubiquity of presence-
The tongue of lambent wit
Touch, trip on light and kiss
I'm your disciple- lover
Euterpe bless!
With sonnet's wreath,
New Eros Oracle,
Poetic golden ring
Encircle You my finger to sing
the new dawn Aphrodite's golden sheen-
The sun-inundated love shore wonder
In whispering incessant lapping sea-
Spells roundabout and oblique,
the brilliant ting-tone-cluster-twang
The Muse, Euterpe sang
To spheres of eternity -come, come
Sit there on the shore, take the gold of the Sun
And listen, listen...
- The Poem Sea - the Crimson Sail- Flame-
The gentle breeze embrace the meaning
But only yearning for something
More is echoed, echoed
In that faraway...
who?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Doomsday Gratuity Commercial

Ashes on head Extras are free, bonanza Oscars gratuity, 
Bianca, Bella catapult ashes to ashes -No Spirits in Charge 
Incineration of sins purification is less than at all You think 
(hard-kinetic sinners spirits gratuity) 
Extra size hook-ups without any hiccups -any sexes are at large, 
itinerary instruction Kleenex condom come for a wink 
(Bella and Bianca with the Catapult - Disposable for Sex -Gratuity king) 
Tea served with angel distilled tears, Joshua trees- free choice, stir gently, 
(the rope ceremony hangman entourage gratuity) 
VIP clientele, at express Moses, naked, blissful to the Moon- 
(Bella and Bianca in Porno Special Escort gratuity) 
Caution- 
Acid Water bare foot-skiing or mocking walking, somersaulting, 
The last resort escaping 
From the premises prescribed- 
The marksman telescopic cannibal assigned 
The Doomsday Eve Commercial 
three(free) note- 
no reading this or undergoing - 
Only extra pharaoh modicum 
Gratuity kingdom come and free

Eno Sutraman of Kingdom Come

ENO SUTRAMAN
Ego Disappearance

Breakfast time, Egg-cup empty how strange Where's clockwork mechanism of duty?
Wife took flight to Caribbean islands to sunbathe her ego independence day?

My ego-like an egg but now is absent, let us ruminate-times and eggain I ate it, eat it -Ego (egg) humbly go but next day wife appear and here comes my egg eggain, (AN EGG AGAIN)
-my ego -egg, etymology and all is worth war and peace treatise, an explanation to be presented, at some future times, at United Nations-
But for short in a nutshell, empty egg-cup -
Can't live without my ego and comes an egg again (escorted by my wife -I miss her)
Let someone hungry (shoot a glance out of your window or downtown drive) eat your egg (if there's no willing wife) -
This time your egotism (oh excuse me Egotism) excused,
She's lovely in outward appearance by the way on this husband independence day
The egg-cup fool ego disappearance

ENO SUTRAMAN
Egotism Excused.

Plea
My ego-like an egg, times an' eggain I ate it,
'E GO an' comes eggain, (AN EGG AGAIN)
CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT MY EGO AN COMES AN EGG AGAIN,
'let someone hungry eat your egg- EGO disappear-
For just the spell enough for me to sentence you...
The court session resumed, the verdict is presented-
YOUR EGGOTISM (EGOTISM) excused -proceed to Saint Peter,
I'm dazed completely-This way sir, left, right
And to the gate-there egg service works infinity
Per day...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Eurosceptic Nationals Far Front

Having a grudge against so much intolerable influx of migration
Eurosceptic nationals, far front, myopic, always right-
Outright forget -me-not the fact invaded all the world of aborigines
(Neglected of alcohol, disease, white dominance in culture endemic murder) with lust for gold
As antiseptic homicide of patient educating brother human love -
Such a trinket, barbaric bauble in exchange for diamonds,
Africa, slaves, shiploads, villas, comfort, manhunt stipulated law
But they say it Was so long ago as yesterday the Danes
(As nation happiest in this cruel world) decided to augment equality,
Brotherhood and European valuables by stripping them from the fleeing none invited Aliens-
In exchange for hospitality European Schengen violated costs-
This striptease as a powerful deterrent from any future European for export war -
Without prior tough discussions, consultations and debate
Of causes, chain effect posthumous, witchcraft peep,
Offshoring profits, humanoid costs when braves meet
Mayflower Euro-tunnel brother human pilgrims
With handcuffs, concentration camps sniffer and bulldogs...

Eno Sutraman of

ENO SUTRAMAN
Fool

From time to time he went upstairs
To introduce himself to Heavens
To not forgotten be enlisted
Amid God's primaries and presidencies
With sure promise of promotion-
Without promissory notes, embezzlement insisted
Without impeachment, plebs commotion,
Without greenhouse guns and oil fares
To Allocated personal Olympus of his choice.
From time to time he went downstairs-
To mourn plebs allocated each day cares,
To not forgotten be persistent
To Perform in public Alleluia choral airs,
With sure promise of lion's shares,
(with golden parachute)
Without per hour dole line payments,
Without coupons to buy wife's Wall Street ailments,
Without bodyguards for kids at prenatal jungle school,
To not forgotten be a whole life span a partisan and fool,
Amid God's primaries and personal Olympus asses

ENO SUTRAMAN
For Air Hungry On Mars

Events cast shadow before they come in flesh and blood-
Future's staff general chief prognosticated allotted dead end-
One other routine chain- effect in line I was standing for Bread,
Bianca and Bella announced a thinner than Air cookie's new Brand-
Diet model skeletons intoned gaseous stars,
The sellers of Air- two loaves and a pound of Oxygen -Ozone Cream Layer
Cried out the One in the Line-The Eye
A Shadow Replica of the line of the Hungry for Air on Mars saw I:
Hungry I was on MARS for the air- in line to buy-'wait, your turn',
Then to breath- an intake delay then to die-
Died each of them -me in the line -
3-MARS-Wars-
3-minute -
The Air Depleted
- Survival in bunker bought well in advance,
Tasted the poison, looked at my own-one of my selves;
Was standing in line -the Air to buy-
then to breath, then Only Asphyxia Straits Dire
In So Simple the Action to Die
Not Us -All of Them were
Hungry for AIR ON MARS...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Nothing last forever except you find
It in each and every day and calling that
By all the zoo, my poodle and welcome map
By Latinos, Americanos and Russian cat
By simpler shorter word today -comes and goes
With each and every passing moment -beeps and flows
You feel it passed to something seen before clicks and clones
A stooge, a character peculiar new to this show time future in the past
Before and after the wind all comes to particles in physics and dirt and dust
Stone bronze iron age club strike runaway and leg in mortar fire cast
Or suddenly fantastically all slipped by, oh well, and me unnoticed
You seem have been precisely slighted without 'give me extra time', 'all yours '
'and hoisted
To the trapeze, circus carpet clowns, jugglers, all them public well exploited
All that returns again for further thorough, welcome your ovation and inspection
Forever how long it last? -its only your credo and perception
How totally and virginally new? -its only your purity and contraception
For the benefit unknown exclusively all this today abrogate your sin and curse
Signed sighed and sealed by creator of this universe
Forever is sincerely all yours.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Gas-Mask Unrecognizable

Guess who, guess where is the soothsayer-
Private ownership of penal system USA is more than partly true,
The ABC to follow up and essence GULAG SOVIET Stalin,
Waterboarding solitary grill maniacs enjoyment -Hail Sherlock Holmes deduction mercy,
Confinement 40 odd plus years-the statue is not tired to hold France torch imported
Some them slogans -equality in vagrancy, brotherhood in human rights -not English -strictly dictum speaking and to be deported,
United Census of record breaking prison languishing consignment, consignees duress the world for free!
Trumpet howl deportation migration wholesale and uncle Joe is dwarfed - that hardly happen here  -but we vote him in and the curio disguised will do-
The Red head  double unrecognizable gas-mask
Pal to all springboard skull-fractured waterfall
-Japanese? Russian?
Hitler  Guess Who...

note- uncle Joe is Stalin and the sooth is true untrue?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Grains Of The Measured Stream

Ave Ovum, lied, lie, sans souci,
I saw the passing of my sandy grains of the measured stream
As streams to sea...
They simply fall-you are envisaged in them,
They tick as I talk in matter and truth as well,
They feed the desert with the tithe of no end,
The Quickening of them is not in your or mine or their hands,
The relief of this Orb's constant troubles is this final heap of sand?
Who will turn them up productive and oviferous?
Adam's bone -Eve in labors -your deeds ferocious in her pains-
Man's remembrance-Sex, Violence and War,
Your nature's repetition at her baby's Welcome to this world war woe
Third Millennium of prayer intermittent with reversal of them all
With grand religious and mundane tax per capita and slaughter
Psalms and proscription lists are read backwards- to the Man with club and simple
-What's then term for cannibalistic coexistence -caveman's Ethics?
Can't use my prognostic layman's casual and yoga mind-
You will? And You?

note-oviferous producing ova- female reproductive cells
os-bone AVE-Latin-rejoice Ovum-the female reproductive cell

ENO SUTRAMAN
Harp And Breeze

In this fleeting Caress of your fingers to the Strings-
He is fugitive ultramarine, the herald of dreams
Enchanter Prince in this playful iridescent breeze;
Orpheus's spells momentous trill in echo rills;
Magic wand to the rivulet of your hands,
To wild flower dances in sunlit lands,
Garden graces, wooden dresses in desert sands-
Art great timing inspiration and ease,
Your magic harp by the sea-
Orpheus, you, harp and breeze.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Have I Loved

If you Divide The L WORD in halve - the ONE HAVE IT but the other only love lo ... ve
Here now then and beyond
This three word poem is chanted, repeated
Misread or completed,
A million, a billion, a trillion, Have I loved at all anyone?
Times- since the EARTH revolving, evolving, holding
Fast space gravity shining captive Love
We, with our hearts, write it here now and
Then and beyond are you really in
   LOVE?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Heaven Know Finesse

Phil kept midair pristine existence,
Gaseous Christine was his airborne wife
Both aloof with Heaven know ignorance
(Balloon clown pacify rife homely strife)
Scandal dollar gravitational pull hired
Sahara palace mirage as holiday inn
(For all their squabbles and kin)
Phil aviator, poet and genius in ozone holes mired,
Cloud trench warfare versus deadly sin-
Blue sky abscess was his wife's spree absence-
(little genie at nod and beck)
She wants paid back earthly success,
Soiled, mundane greenback wink presence-
Earth know ratio, women and politesse,
Mirage station Heaven know Finesse...

ENO SUTRAMAN
History To Know

What you don't know, doesn't hurt, it threatens,
It lurks in ambush-doom shot you dread,
The arrow flies, it hurts you thrice to know
All the instance final before you're dead

ENO SUTRAMAN
Holocaust Candidates

Anno Domini Christ- saved us -the Beast Centenary in Global Wars
(only because He is not here so far)
B.C. they did not celebrate so widely Terror - the Beast-in-Law
(it's only progress from idol lottery sacrifice to all inclusive slaughter)
Cemeteries and the process up-keeping is not cost effective and slow
(Advisable humane instant to subatomic prehistoric level)
Degrees in Hell are crying -no one else to fry -The Climate Broiling -the holy Plus
so Hot
(societies of doomsday lovers sulfur bathing are being formed)
Egregious howling at the desert is obsolete -all the Earth the land of Not
(species variety of human single to human not)
Faces of the Flora, Fauna, in obscure past future cure -
(trace all their origins on Mars and fly back home)
The Undertakers crunch digits zealous profit enigma,
Humanity hone petty squabbles and hatred before a new war,
The Past torches parade in the Present and Future,
Holocaust candidates all inclusive and new

ENO SUTRAMAN
I Adore

I adore -You fascinate- long blessed life I touch the strings
The You -my fascinating harp-the You and the Breeze,
In this fleeting Caress -of your Lips to the Strings-
I am Marine -Aqua-Ultramarine,
-Aeolian, Emerald Prince
-In this playful Iridescence  Breeze
-Orpheus's Dreams are, my Love,
-The fleeting magic You dream-
Your Magical Harp and the Breeze-
I ADORE

ENO SUTRAMAN
I Am Sorry

I AM SORRY
What on earth are you sorry about? To keep myself above the earth and not under -I JUST INSTALL MY EXCUSE -against any misuse of my poor squalled condition future any roguish tongue has already passed all the limits on earth and above.
Please, I am sorry, NO ADMONITION -just change my condition - then roguish my Tongue is at peace.
The poor use of your sorry that is, To smooth out YOUR life's bumpy inevitable lease
To express delivery of any happy chance of your squalid condition passed in peace
And laid by undertakers, am I one of them? to Rest-Oh no I am sorry.

ENO SUTRAMAN
I Meet The Eye

A hunger for being not on her own with powder, paint, lipstick—all unspent,
B hunger for stealing the A girl from sitting above there alone, godsend,
C hunger for both of them go to nearby church, sing in chorus and meet St Paul
(If not
, remind me, can't remember how many any other)
D hunger for devious delicacies alone gourmandizing from to-night till dawn
E hunger for the East Asana above the Earth hang on balance a while Equilibrium
Yoga
F hunger for the Facts Fraud - clearly stated-Free Speech Patria Patrician Toga
G hunger for the G-issues Robot Government, automatic debriefing, sex-appeal
H hunger for Harmony between the Cost Effective Lies senile face uplifting,
The Yoga, St Paul, state, devious Churches, OIL, com dot Countries,
And of Course THE EYE—supreme in judgment—
I meet the EYE and shun the facts and in the end
The END

ENO SUTRAMAN
If I Am To Be

If I AM? What I am in this river of times?
I am the author of these doggerel rimes,
But not of small letter cursive -‘if i am ‘
-the decision and labors not mine?
Augment, oh Lord, the poor italic, cursive me
-to symbol exclamatory levitating -
Her, especially, from every vantage-point,
On this globe and beyond, fascinating
In the starry realms of cosmic sheen-
My queen and Muse supreme -
Balance constant of pro and con want
Art with life’s essence diamond bond,
But touchstone you my Lord
Cardinal The First my point, to be or not to be at all-
If devoid of substance luminous my soul,
Let it glean in patience Feb choosiest rays,
At the gates of dawn sing ancient lays,
Bless me Father not to be in vanity and lies
Not a morbid accursed little terror of instinct and sighs,
To see what is meant only for me in this river of eyes,
If I am by your Grace in Capital letter
TO BE...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Iq Survival Dinosaur

Tiptop toils foil gravity spasm to restrain our IQ of dinosaur survival gloss
Flip flop behaviorism chasm to refrain and history reptile floss
Where is the anointed panel boss?
Issue of Nobel peace prize of abnormal human denial of fees and lies
Tissue of Kleenex Rubicon of hedonism, wet dualism of deals and dies
Where Caesar the deterministic cries?
Vegetarian diet, abstention from tension, erection of violent sex at war
Sagittarian quiet, determination swift action, gun trigger killer law
Where's evil's core?
Summons for dinner, lullaby deductions, syntax evasion pretax
Diamonds are forever, the elect detectable, induction - exterior morals pliable, lax
Where are loopholes in this text?

ENO SUTRAMAN
It Hints At Perfection

It hints at perfection of the skittish iridescence in me
-I see them all in the dark that may encircle me:
Aquamarine, emerald, flashes of red,
Spirals of topaz yellow rose wonder-
Sequences dancing, fleeting poems in bloom -
My iridescence playful, invincible hope
Is always on guard and with me

ENO SUTRAMAN
Joint-Venture Future

A momentary stop for conscience introspection and her
Prediction is -f you now then and in futurology three words
I guess you know them -f u -a hundred billion times,
'Why this cursing of mine is mine and we are joint-venture future? '-
Ask you somewhat human for just maintenance obscenity tightening spanner-
The production line of cursing in rehearsing,
The promotion, marketing and presence
On the market of immediate commodity exchange - you recognize your product?
It does.
The very much misuse-of sense, propriety and alphabetic order -
Made in there? made by your brand exclusive cursing?
For all who pay in cash, plastic credit or offer to entertain with f u
Where? and When? - it's not only up to you.
Who is the 50+percent shareholder?
Who is the director of your tongue?
The dear f-u-f-u-f-u and you and you
That's why this cursing is yours and your joint-venture future.
Or I love you in futurology THREE WORDS.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Kingdom Come

You depart—words not pronounced, Espoused with sorrow—silence spelled
felt deeply the purport—you go out underground—habeas corpus deeds are weighed
How much with rusty haberdashery of history in touch your bald stuck naked
Whig or Tory, Proletariat Who's Who I'm sorry Exchange rate, commodities,
words, trouble, saved...Celebrity and soul are divided in this hole
Last Will of Fame present its case What the dickens mole!
Soul off the balance—dumb show, fainted
Sainted with not so old Nick’s clones cremated...
Large following religious—holes, mouths gaping, waiting
In the procession a holy child ding dong voice
(right in front ST Paul) -
If you depart, depart alone
Leave behind the word your own
Surmounting proud knight of hope
With brazen, shiny arms surcoat
Heralding Mount Sermon soul
Espoused with Hope Kingdom come!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Kites Are Flown

There are professional and suicidal men
Not idle, doing zealously repeatedly the rite:
They hang themselves twice sure
At their own funeral provided work-
The only treachery life's bonuses and cure-
Felony continuous that irk,
All their relatives, forced miseries invited,
Resurrected, prescribed for this burial and shift
Benefits prefabricated, not frustrated, gift
Each mourner in hand a kite,
Give all of them a goodbye kiss,
For addition to grief, tipsy tardy? -a high,
Glass of Champaign? Cognac? Miss?
Madame? Gents and simply fry,
Gravediggers forbidden to leave the rhyme-
Mix whisky, tit for tat- don't hide,
Come closer, say cheese,
The pleasure all yours and please
One deadly take only-all sigh
Papers signed, tears cried
Commit lockout grave boom suicide...
Kites are flown, string in hand
In professional blue sky are suicidal men...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Lap Apocalyptic Dog

Us or THEM or bomb both-Precedents, Presiding over already three
Global science fiction slaughters?
You so lovingly admire at all discernible -shades, tints, oil smudges
Abstract bunker concrete field glasses corpses artifacts of war,
www in a hundred year row;
Blobs of this -lap Apocalyptic Dog-the Brown Black
Your Color-Blind tickle tickle, goo goo eyes, caress and nozzle
But where is your hand, head or its absence,
And all the rest After this fondle condom pet show blues?
We use preventive measures against unprotected terror sex,
Politicians, WE are Even-handed in all chromatic treaty misuse
Praise and use peace-weaponry, our shares, bonds, wives chastity and combs
Our Tongues and H guess which letters in all alphabet not vacuum or simply
Bombs?
But lord, What should be above all our vested flea doggy interests?
Dear G? or US without them and you the g?
Completely lost What is that AH? ABC?
My color blind tickle...

ENO SUTRAMAN
License  To Kill

They never so lavishly generous when pinched to the quick by financial loss
To splash on you poison of their tongue disregard-so finical civic but not at u-
turns
Of returns -keep distance from red, straight to green traffic light,
learn sleek speedway digits -Porsche is better, much more efficient,
Lunacy where is thy sting? In pursuit relentless, self-ignited profit,
The last will- deep ocean oil drill -dolphins at party congress clap their fins,
The master aborigine barrier riff revolt -appeasement senators -shot on-site
Silence, couples in black, two minutes, whole life and beyond for revenge-God save us
From dolphins, crabs and their limousines! Barrier riffs to be bombed into credit card age!
Bank segment, auto- upturn market quotes bomb toys for grown-ups only - license to kill update
They never so lavishly generous with this when take up the scent of the prey

ENO SUTRAMAN
Life Before And After

Here's no such thing as after or before but only constant timing-chronology in space, of what is dead, alive- what struggle? which element departed? what's there in the unknown now you get? what ultimate the value now you hold even if you loose? What in balance here? There in disarray? what you loose?

Touch your body we do it constantly and well, Run your fingers along the flashes of your spirit Is it really yours here and beyond? Are you still alive or dead in soul?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Light And Sound

Euterpe - the Muse and Queen
The keen Ear seize this crystal eco ting
Ensemble diamond filigree will sing-
The Verity my heart intone-
Harmony celestial mundane and eternal;
Cleft, note, line, spaces, Flute Eutepe's Romance,
The Weaver sonant in patterns shiny intricate and tender
Evolve the tiptoe golden ray of wisdom love and art
The whirlwind sheen hands of Muses love embrace and kiss
The poet in distress on shores of vulgarity is hell-
Dreaming of buoyancy - Light and Sound to sail the Sea
of complete solitude

ENO SUTRAMAN
Tickle! Entertain! Diverted,
Inverted -bottoms go first then heads-
Ghostly standing perplexed and misused-
-between Charybdis and Scylla,
Lollypop finger dilemma in mind,
Looking strictly only behind
Kitchen  bubble foam detergent
Matrimonial lines converted  Charybdis to bliss...
Catch nice pinch  whirlpool buttocks Sis!
It means between them enemies and lines
Is thrice more exiting then bubbly foamy  dictator Charybdis,
Pressed, stressed and urgent  bottom line call from lady Scylla,
That is calm, steady poisonous detergent matrimonial Sulla-
Tickle Charybdis? Entertain lady Scylla? flee both, savings intact?
Bribe, hire the whole Olympus credit  for D.C.  fact?
Diverted in Hades? Inverted commas my head in Disneyland?
First goes bottom then whose head? oh yes arthritis then
Sclerosis test -Charybdis and Scylla may be perverted, incensed
Against Lollypop finger dilemma in test.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Long Live America For Free!

Jingoistic, egoistic goblin gobbling,
Sponsored competition hamburgers for free,
New gun in crocodile holster fondling,
Chew spittoons, banditos from under sea -
Champion, with whole concern unloaded,
Drastically improve nutrition, nation wide sedition,
Privies, overweight by scatology decoded
Big Mac immigration, infiltration,
Coca cola handout, quota showdown,
Climb Everest and all the spiral spangled debts,
On Mars piecemeal deal and mortgage meltdown
Improve, implement and climb all the steps,
Of Fire escape Inside Empire State skyscraper
Rome empire fell and What color  house D C
Long live America for free!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Long Live Cock-A-Doodle Doo!

Cock- a-doodle- doo what we can not do?
Inscribe anew the Abbey Road
Ignite boom hippy chick and toad
Smoke marijuana in hen truck- load
Stoke free love to war machine
Present our crap to duke and queen
Pretend we have a sting like bee
To be on every poor man's plate
Assuage their thirst for art and hate
On stage, display perform and mate
Cock, chick and global peace
Shock hick and new release
Long live Cock-a-doodle doo!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Love Conquers Everything

Omnia vincit amor -taste death sting, curse,
Earn only mouth austere insipid rehearse-
Rare instances, last ritual and hearse,
Shun the garish parish of vulgarity raging hoards,
Endear the dreamer to the bosom of your probity sincere validity course,
Sincere the pursuit, battle-cry thunder-bolt
Zigzag fright pulse feeble, heart fails-the Eternal is near -vita brevis the source,
Clay centurions, crooked tellurians cohorts go under-
No one saw His Face in souls obdurately
- They were cleaved asunder-
The hoarse mutter, whisper, oath and wonder-
God, Oh God, where's God? My brother I slay...
Off the lips of the many the wind took his name far and for keeps away
But The Dreamer's God, the Soul of Peace has won-
Omnia Vincit Amor.

Note: omnia vincit amor-Latin love conquers everything
Vita brevis-Latin short life

ENO SUTRAMAN
Love Me Do

Love me hysterics can buy me fanatics
Do him, subhuman, pop mob them esthetics
At riots, throw chairs, banana iron peels
At soccer trance shout and thrills
After mob trance hysterics and kicks
Fall in queues for soul cool prosthetics
Arrivederci patient, sad Hysteric!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Luster Cadence And Whisper

The dome astral shine like crown diamond on your head
Regina simply by the grace of God- only in Heaven clad
Caro Amore Carino
Tip -toe moonlight enter Her Majesty Tsarina
In the realm caught dream
Crimson sail emerald eye aqua marina
Gem shimmer in the darkness afar
I see, with my soul touch...
Thee tour dolce Bellum eccentric prosody caress
The life true meter encounter close-am I-
Luster, cadence whisper in dream - finesse
Nocturnal shore, streak shooting star you're far and near...
Me slow kiss your eye and lap in counteraction
To mutual delight and later on to moonlit starry youth in recollection
Nocturnal shore, streak shooting star you're far and near...
When the Past of us, the paramours - from the hours' specific care gone
And the niggard newly born -
At crepuscle emanates a whiff, a breath so brief-
the perfume phantom Love
Caro, Amore, Carino
Bellum sweet on the shore

note-Caro-Italian dear, beloved
dolce-Italian sweet
Carino-Italian-nice, cute
Bellum-Latin-war
Amore-love
Regina-Italian queen

ENO SUTRAMAN
Married Yes To No

YES and NO waltzing in ballroom, deists are both, but contradiction logical mutual off premises and offstage
Make them heat wave scolding scull scullion pan banging incognito parallel lexicon,
Finalist Cognition mutual that Yes may well be simply a married No (conveniences, risk assets, attire beige)
They may dance a slow before express themselves in affirmative public 'NO' - Bookmark it and turn the page,
You behold cathedral wedding YES to No - ascension to matrimony and afterwards to Heaven (gold urn) - no less
Systematic sublimated persistent insistence in annihilation of her, not mine convenient risk taken, attire already seen
Casuistic expertise ballerina, kinky hose in hand, attentively water down this vulgar neighing into kitty - kitty YES,
Rage eeriest expressed in sonatina - may it strangely to them orifice my sound! - Dissent org dot dot com - armies of clown
Concertina hired part time, dirges are poppies - the war has begun but near the poem seduction conclusion-
Horny the Mr. Mrs. NO produced with olive wreath and ultimatum and 'N 'departed from the 'O'
And Yes is not a devil's talk afar...
(well-paid ballerina, eeriest punk sonatina, part time concertina credits dot com.)

image

ENO SUTRAMAN
Mars Affairs-Business As Usual

Sanguinolent, thirsty Mars hordes arrow to the gates of dawn,
Where sentinel clergy mint pure golden Sun;
Lord oblige nobility share sheer golden fleece,
Each day its ransom sum in silence dire hinted
Monetary absenteeism relativism zero credit awarded
The star of Magi is your creed, bank plastic on its knees?
Ops oppugn the probity of poverty - you are free to choose a gun,
Prefabricated mindset and mass production convoluted digit-
Noctambulism of horror guided, use preferable before Christ deduction,
An exquisite nocturne, Sir, to illicit peace Wagner introduction-
Hell and Agnes slain at each and every door, salvation teaspoon,
Fork and porridge portioned lavishly - sir, at the sight ladies may swoon...
(Inventory meticulously cited -all costs are past to the almighty-
Public expenses and cuts)
No anguish, Sirs? At prodigal spendthrift,
God bless us then and by the way hereafter,
Mars weaponry negotiable there's no doubt
Nobless and the Lord oblige...
Current affairs, business as usual
Peace and war,

notes: sanguinolent-bloody/
Ops-Class. Myth. goddess of plenty
nobless oblige-the moral obligation of the rich and highborn to display honorable
or charitable conduct/Noctambulism-somnabulism
Eno Sutraman of

ENO SUTRAMAN
Me

I can not be the reason or the object
Of love you me? I simply ask to love the love to be,
To see- it's here and it's growing -the crimson flower at night,
He's free in offering, profusion- myriad of springs in colors
But only one -the flower and spring for you and me,
But attraction of an errant knight's perfection at dawn may steal
Your eyes, reserve and sighs to stalwart beauty of some other dewy eyes of Eden flora,
Me meanwhile serve my time gardening the crimson flower
For You and...but who and where is the other
    Me?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Mouse Harmless Feed And Friend

Kitty cat (both feed and cat) is harmless as door welcome mouse mat,
Just can't discern you or call your right courageous name,
Perhaps you're dangerous and mighty mouse killer?
Sniffing off past ages danger for every mouse from alley cats to let,
Can't you see I'm fed offhand and read to fairy tales of mighty Mickey fame,
Slapped buttocks to forget mark area and kill in style and taste the intruder pest,
Prowling the mouse- so utter much should
I remind my jaws and claws to simply draw them out,
To just tickle gently you my old imprudent friend, before
I eat you instead of Kitty Kitty cannibalistic feed and welcome mouse mat, but
I'm sure it would be a stray jungle street feline
That extra urgently called in to prove my life and true poetic line
So let me have a dreamless pleasant nap, my mouse harmless feed and friend

ENO SUTRAMAN
Number Three In Wars

A -BOMB invented and successfully prevented number Three In Wars,
Bombing Conventional (No discrimination intentional) increment prevented
Peace production cause,
Cyanide preventive distribution public hazard list - keep the Truth from
Menopause,
Drone game lap top twenty children -shooters-unlimited diminutive targets hit,
Emission spectrum explosion(in merry-go-round) -napalm of cancer - insiders
delay,
   Flack Initiative go to war stardust in Space -Cowboy Satellite Show Down,
Generals hug Test Tubes, five star mass freedom grave and Santa Clown
Hate dispensary advisers hoot - Lucifer -God-tote your gun, Mr. Brown
I am walking the tight rope of brinkmanship in peace and chant for you-
I, We, Missiles,
Cyanide generals
- Multi-divided Oxygen, Hydrogen
-All of you
And all of us:
They- Eyes can See
They-Ears hear
They Hearts Can Beat
Before depleted in Atomic heat
Let there be no stop in peace production cause
let there be no preventive first global disaster applause
Let there be no no number three in wars.

ENO SUTRAMAN
OF THE ONE AND THE TWO
AS SOON AS YOU CALL GOD BY NAME YOU CHANGE HIS QUALITIES
'HOW I CAN? 'GURU touched.'This Vessel is not Empty-
Regard me standing Single -the ONE who regards me is TWO -
I the SINGLE AND MATH exist in the TWO:
Equilibrium Yoga of Moment is Presaged, Dues are Paid -
Variable, Algebra- the Precision Quantum Poetry, the Muses Save
The Alpha and Omega of every, hold-on Brother -Human, day
The Quanta and Speed are Terrible- the Cyphers to understand are few-
The Engineers of the Bid to Peers with The One God True
The Omens are obvious- They speak to You Each Day
You Create your own Rosary -the Beads- Moments in space
Needs You - Truth or lies -They Tick, Eternally Talk
OF the One and the Two.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Only Souls Hit The Orbit

Don't pore your tears- ailing ego groping Erebus,
Don't Lo your fears-prevailing every stop before your terminus,
Multitude in solitude -The Ark to go is ready,
The East spread crimson hope flame -sail,
Hail Caesar we are not to die we Heaven claiming altitude,
How beautiful this dawn at cosmic height!
The foe is an outcry of anger silent, giddy,
Blood-thirsty gnashing teeth -the violence is foiled,
Don't mint infallible your sighs relief gold, silver coined -
Short of change the gluttony payload public soon-
The passengers not taken- only human level
Exceed the beast persistent grasp-
When whim perverted met him last?
The shadow insatiable sensation ego harnessing farewell,
Trace readings elements of mercy can't place them anyway,
The stash - carcasses, souls of no more-mortuary spare parts for sale,
The hatred shuttle is relevant to fail-
Transcend all moribund clay sinful, perishable, nevermore
And ascend to the Earth of the Future theme park of forevermore-
Only souls hit the Orbit.

note-Erebus Greek myth god of darkness dwelt in underworld, son of Chaos...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Only You The Light

May Loving Poem Stream itself along this SUN STREWN ONYX GOLDEN WONDER,
May Orpheus touch this fairy-tale harp Solei - to undulate to LOVE, to SOOTH the Entire World,
May the filigrees of this Opal Wood in Sooth, in the Light Forever - in my eye be seized,
May I stand the Filigrees of this Milky-Way-Light-silent undulation,
Gliding, sliding, slanting twinkle -Soothing -soothing me...
See I see the Sound, Sound is the Light, Orpheus - Poem - Undulation
See I see the Sound only You the Light...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Only Yours

Take your poem in both hands and press and squeeze,
Smash square-deadly at each 'not yours', turn your back on it,
Let time hands run their rounds on each line plea for mercy,
Till the poem kneels to kiss the hands of Time and yours, and
whisper- I'm only, only Yours.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Page To His Queen

And yet and ye another day-
Your Highness, shadow pierced with dolor I trudge across the palace following
the absent love of yours,
There's no one even jester and your clown can bring the frolic back again - sunlit
wild flower perusal of your smiling face...
-So much! You dare? - Your poesy approach hardly quote unquote in posterity
will be, I am your Queen, you are my page, -what number, Chancellor?
Forgot, ten thousand something, My revenue? Remind me later-And you, poetry
escalading summit page? Amor demise protracted verdict, submit your scribbling
later,
Some other, yet another day-and mind you well -not too soon, your page is in
OUR intimate rehearsal, Dames may be willing but state affairs...
Now run away my wayward roguish page and yet and ye another day.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Being called archangel Michal in king James,
Economist edition flatter me so much - even without a farthing - if your
Paleontologist can find it, send it, in deliberate assortment,
Miscellaneous with pure gold to presumptuous Prince Eno -
Economy goes first, as above was stated - We Can Help You With -
Biologist Adam the Darwinist to Eden should be fired for recreation purpose,
Profit spike in Eve's horticultural department
(no sedition of the serpent with upmarket economics, please)
Humbly leave behind all psychology and wives in trouble -
Has paleontology stuck already his dirty fingers in that matrimony pie?
His majesty has (market quote unquote)
Serious fiscal com dot doubts about validity of Eve and bridal claims,
(He strenuously guards his parsimony bachelor degree)
But spring claims assets, chattels, sanctity and bonds
Suffering from asthma and arthritis all pecuniary patients, crises
Mademoiselles (of any past suspected) - you're welcome at annual stag deer party
Antlers, prizes at any tag, wallet aspiration, credit choice -
Banns publicly miscalled - archangel Michal with king merry James
And Economist with mademoiselle of uncertain shady laundry business
stuck in between Paleontology, Biology and Sex.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Paradise Bonus

In debt with bigger dollar kill and steal life
In sweat shop bigger dollar steal breath dive
Drinker of dollar bill bliss- Wall Debt street sage
Quadrangle black world hunger straitjacket cage
Cant be transported or purchased, deported
To anything equal Wall street —said pastor converted,
By mortgage promoted to back street thinkers
By gun point promoted to wear Gandy blinkers
Each day at work earn debt sweat fears
Clinch laid off Saint America throat clears
A pair of urns for the Rights of Man
The first for the self-preservation of life
The second for the self-education strife
Ashes on head multitrillion debt
The broad shiny day horror debt per cent
Never seen before kicked, smelt or dealt
From times immemorial when Adam and Eve
For Wall street transgressions, tax evasion sieve
Were, as economy class, deported to snake paradise
Meager poverty simony, dilapidated in size
Now let him free from cage the Wall street sage
Give him a trillion dollar in head notion, Bible page
Job life time champion trouble security onus
Dollar in Debt Paradise dot com bonus

ENO (September 2017)

ENO SUTRAMAN
Parrot Relationship

For a long time Guru has been silently watching his disciples quarrel and swear then tells them the following: in a room there were three cages: the first was occupied by two parrots, one parrot languished in the second and the third was empty, the two bristled their crests and feathers pecking and go you to the empty cage each other and the third parrot sadly witnessing that thought they consider emptiness improves parrot relationship.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Peace Loving Nation In Vault

The dislocated golden cup teeth amalgamated
Routinely infiltrated high voltage Swiss bank's vaults-
Anonymity disclosed never breath business apart from politics and war-
Golden bars uniform allegiance to gas chamber profits- entity underhuman sods;

Who asked the provenance of digits, audited extermination camp incinerated
Lives excavated revenue and smugness of bankers, swastika the corpse?
We are not the horrible the Nazi in the center of democracy of left or right is only Gold
Premium cheese and chocolate, we do them like the Germans beer, sausage and two global wars
Our duty to provide the income source, facilitate deposit secrecy, treaty clause
We step aside from squabble -the cobbler's son and artist - riff-raff of any source
But terse focused(prejudices out) estimate of wars digested
Net lucre proceeds exceeds our skepticism tacit of any rancid past in future war,
Cold war may have its dividends but we prefer it hot equality apportioned lead
Grams strictly rationed -shot valuables estimated, depersonalized
Numbers stampede to bunker banker Swiss Euro master and visa express -
Peace treaty Geneva conference with resurrected ultra right face(not hand) uplift the Nazi
Politesse - don't mention gas corpses or Swiss bank account
We are peace loving nation in vault

ENO SUTRAMAN
Peace Sundae Dandelion

Dear, Dandy, Mr. Lion
Please bring me just one, mind your claws smart dandy, all intact HOLY PEACE-white fluffy Dandelion(sundae one hundred plus)
In these Focus Pocus hide and seek war weathers,
Riding red hood bring shepherd wolf in tethers,
This feat would beat - Any tight brinkmanship ropes -walking-Bombs H, A?
We in, our prep school, not quite sure about block-buster alphabet orderly pronouncement,
But already take lessons in sandbox bunker building, caving
Record breaking in head hiding, ostrich noble manner like in 3-D and sand -
Into retreat would your heroic tail beat our enemy incessant gloom, intractable denial of any Peace Dandelion Sundae Loving,
Real Dandy , mind your roaring, their much blah blah exploding mines on your way -
Bring me this -HOLY PEACE - ALL INTACT WHITE FLUFFY Sundae DANDELION!
All our prep school signees and his majesty Prince ENO

ENO SUTRAMAN
Playing Paganini

PLAYING PAGANINI
Sun and tawny shade
Glossy grass blade
Wiggly grass snake
Giggly wenches sway
In trance Grasshoppers bray
Fiddlestick and snake seduced
Girls to flowers reduced
Pollinating bees produced...
Honey, where's Dick?
He's fencing with his fiddlestick
Playing Paganini

ENO SUTRAMAN
Poem Light Hunter

I AM THEE
Poem light hunter-I am Thee- from a far and a way
-The FOREST-Spell-bound - on another planet
Enchanter Eros THEE
Kiss! I’m kissing THEE POEM LIGHT Canto
I, your eyes, Katerina-Katharos, am kissing
for thee -I AM THEE!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Poem Vista

Metronome of vistas -sound bids its own blade sharp distance,
Claim its own constellation, broad night starry mighty sway,
Tie volition, dream's conclusion to the comet's tail way,
Shooting star proponent point at the stash, the truth, an instance,
Catch the twinkle -deny the rental - mental sloth and dross,
Fetch the single- sleepy smile - total eclipse at a loss
Remember how to cross, to reinforce the cosmic stanza's peace,
Sagacious ease, continuous life poem vista, revelation,
Audacious purge of profiteers, strife - poem vista, war negation...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Poetry Machine

Poetry dispensary machine is primed for every soul ill-
Feel the potency of potentate doctoring Prince Eno
In sonnet medicinal prescription iambic caesura pill
Taken on empty stomach before and after meal with Yuko Ono
Haiku, hands free of guns, before and after meal recited,
Invited 'Give peace a chance' new cause and deal
Bed in war dodgers marathon love making poems chanted
Generals are treated with relaxing triolets and Dante
Bankers are seduced by Hexameter and hecatomb appeal
Radio and active stone tomb and epitaph
Together with election and politician aunty
Military lobby Orpheus Shakespearean tough
Doctoring Prince Eno chantey
Peace Poetry World Wide and Hymn
To Poetry Dispensary Machine

ENO SUTRAMAN
Politics Arena

Arena, politics, Viva public death! Thumbs up in civic dusk:
De -mob-cracy, be-all-autocracy, plutocracy in mask?
By brevity enter is the mob, plutocracy deaf and numb,
Which one you cry for or damn with downward thumb?
Or maybe revolution? which kills and kills humane evolution,
And rights the old wrongs with bloodshed basement contribution,
Which one you cry for or damn with downward thumb?

Eno

ENO SUTRAMAN
Posthumous Meal And Graces

The diminutive somebody else's presence of peace
Oblivious, seraphic , snug essence of the bliss of her kiss,
Stripped piece by piece with whittling politician, general sneeze-
Taken in waltzing round talks, cent, ruble, missile hordes,
Ordeal of facial muscle grins, military quadruple deal, accords
The ceremony is all fools are present - the absent is only 'we can not afford
To bless you, seize a wink from public to increment hate, divide,
And rule us'! Sleaze nude and hoodlum, rob, kick them outside!
The cover up, the ethics world presenters Mr. Jekyll and Mr. Hide,
Homily, rule -wear panties for cross culture military with laces,
Robotic guns pinpoint target -without decent underwear faces,
Seductive humanoid bottom look like - oust indecency without traces
Even ruins, traditions of times hundred years mostly European wars
Went begging world wide refuge in tribal cannibalistic state slam cause
So much for implementation, regress in progress, they stand for Nuremberg laws

Parliamentary commission, tribunal multiplication , war condemnation,
Have already been subsidized -mean faces, grief make up recommendation,
Human is to err -lay wreathes, red poppies, memorials in salutation-
The diminutive somebody else's peace of mind sent the presence
Of the politician, general into outer far beyond and black hole spaces
With hallelujah, bongo bongo, hip hip hurray, uplifted joyous shiny faces
With much ceremony, stifled sobs, posthumous meal and graces

ENO SUTRAMAN
Redemption Upmarket Commerce

Your Eminence is eminent, predominant supreme in all that's not a common place or source.
But come! Oh come, Commerce! Immerse ME in the spells of your golden esteem and card plasticity chivalry curse,
The cravings upmarket expenditure galore -make me sneeze, wet dream paroxysm,
To outrageous inattention of any sizable denomination awe stricken banknotes -
Learn to jump so much of human ocean, catch them dolphin style quotes
Turns on tail letter OH! More to come but first some dough,
The challenge taken? , The smiles are broad? To the size
Of master visa sending pizza to the man abroad?
Shine on, You Master Visa, send some sauce and adds delicious pizza,
To me, the credit card and all gratuity incubus free world
  -'REDEMPTION PLACED TO SOME OTHER TIME OR SOURCE'
Secretary disbelieving screening-
  exemption plea is scheduled, taken, all sins upmarket moved
       THE End

ENO SUTRAMAN
Paralegal isn't it nice and quite legal? -"Try on!, take on the opponent! And hours of legal suit but I'm afraid I'm out of all your sizes and my credit card surmises -cash, gifts, installments are to all my sizes are WELCOME HERE, SIRS,
Nursing extolments of the Moral Predominance Custody and Law, which is West in direction We, Firm, bring about a court action-
Defendant Gargoyle Notre Dame De Paris is charged with grimaces flagrant gesticulating obscenity
Premeditated gargling and rinsing, contemptuous disgorging the waters of Babylon, and even Nativity Is checked in his 'belly's' captivity than re-gorged on the public at large-
That's why, the public behaviorism insanity inter-multi Nazism is a menace to last-(its capacity now being measured)
Disparaging favoritism of all remittance beastly from Auschwitz the Past, The Gargoyle deported concentration exported reemployed in the beer Munich repast,
Dust, Vaterland soil ignited lighted in torch and torture Kiev parading fascia fascist inmates
-reposts and likes are valuables confiscated to the EU humane the wreath -the rite the last,
The Verdict is past by cash, gifts, mercy installments, hatred floodgates, Paralegal outlaw of animal man inalienable Rights and Justice To Guilty Gargoyle and all B. C. the Dates and all Anno Domini Saints paralegal Isn't it nice and quite legal?

note- vaterland-German fatherland?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Rose Buds Crimson To Kiss

Every time I look at you I see your feelings...
Every time they change, I shut this world for only you this photo...
You're lips petals more eloquent than whole oscillating emptiness of me,
Whose not a single stationary moment can you appreciate or see
Who debates with every fleeting omen of your image its felicitous or Doomsday meaning,
Who reads with every particle of his soul- tabernacle get you free,
Who says this because I never saw you look now sentence -utter misery or
Is it only passing mumbling toothless shadow of vivid crimson me,
In mirrors wryly grinning my ever vigilantly awkward sins?
So much a Flash back to sanctity recital greatly needed,
Performed with orchestra of well intended now and deeds-
Vanity survival on looks, opinions, money feeds?
Annull this giddy brink, abyss in performing harp of silence!
Affront this cruel world with ding dong of your laughter in alliance
Focus, angel, shafts of lightning-misery away-
From your photo and my profusion illness feelings
Am I too much apart or part of you?
I will go on looking up to you for omens-
Rose crimson buds
To kiss the petals quite a few-
Every time I look at you I see your feelings...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Seduced

I'm stressed, circled, underlined and ticked
My Ego bathe-stuck naked -in your caress
With my kiss I try to seize
And tickle-tick, tickle, tock and tuck-
TICK-TOCK, TICK-TOCK - Seduced in the radiance of your attention, Lady,-
I sway as pendulum, I'm rocked to bliss
I embrace the moment with my soul kiss
I immerse myself in emerald aqua of your eyes marine
I'm stressed, circled and tick tock tucked!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Meticulous seduction of the facts comes to the following conclusion—
These who are ruled by those who want power most punctilious
Are mostly abused by the following hereafter;
Indifference and hate play cards—
Amid peaceful snoring squabbles domestic and farts,
Trumps always on the side of hate—
The quickest, surest way to the alien declared lawful assets
Their women and no-one's wives of late
And chattels various (by the way and worldwide custom)—
Jews at crystal night are not mentioned-detention on suspicion,
Political correctness—It needs a new web publicized TV sensation
And excitement of broad smile, clean science noose extension
Willful public suicide on the march to deportation
(Germans after Hitler won their hearts and lost the war)
But Ukrainians had they, before reinstated Nazi uniform
And all other particulars on scale and constant growth
(somewhere Auschwitz future Reich dot com)
If failed—brief repentance deal and full employment
Of human torturing machine renewed, upgraded, lubricated on the alienated
But not exclusively on this the only chosen nation
Or animals in caves and jungle cities—not at all!
Let someone else reap retributions
And feel how it is a war defend stuck naked relish, love to kill
So long at school of gun control, computer shooter game
Worldwide 3-D and reticence political in madness,
Prosthetic limbs in store for every friendly fire—
Crutches, faces—latest in upmarket and design
Facts at each corner hookers look you in the eye—
How much per hour and a whole night
Of new virgin wet and horny war?

Notes of Doubts (not complete)
1 Is it a delusion of an errant mind?
2 Meticulous sedition of the Reds and Russians?
3 Is America on the right side with the human rights?
   (particularly overseas to live and die in peace?)

ENO SUTRAMAN

www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
Silk White Glove

The Absent fumbles in the pockets of surrounding darkness
For crumbs of stale and forgotten love,
But even mortal dust is scarce there, where steel vault glum
- Surety against so much of rainy days and scum.
"Carry only as much of mortal dust of tears that shadow of your death can trust;"
Whose words are these? Can't remember between my absence, presence and the past...
The Present gold presents the smears, poison of it's production, you loved so much, it's Caste,
The Present Table of Elements sterile of may be quota OF Sterling Love- what's here on display?
The auction Christi's Curio -two thousand Anno Dove -
Memento Mori but bid your first and last
Anno Domini on sale- diamond all over lust,
Buy from your absent presence- both your future and past
cell phone, bid number highest -silk white glove
Embrace and kiss the absent love.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Smile Solar Amen

The Ark of Iridescent Solar Amen to the Man, Sincerity and Love
The buoyancy of her light I walk on the abyssal dark,
Astounding bouncy trice of her soul-lips, orb-
Feminine phosphorescent smile -
The abyssal gape cringe -tulips flame in a row
How fragile the moment - marigold, roses tip toe
Sigma flower power enigma phantasmal sheen petals-
Triumvirate victorious:
Her smile, my Instant Stanza,
God's Guiding Ark in answer...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Snapshot

Christa send me a snap which is shot
Your figure for me which is brought
With your smile not for me which is caught
I'VE come to which is idea tit for tat with you
To which is in private to be brought, caught and
Snap which is shot!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Spin Measure And Cut

'The Littera is added! 'E is ill littera! , the man of choice'
Still born enlightenment -the thread is cut
   Nona, Decima, Morta
Among the ruins of the Littera of God-
Where once cathedral stood
   Nona, Decima, Morta
'E nods in dust prostrate to dust of earthly lords,
They count the specks, 'is doubts, exchanging 'em for gold,
   Nona, Decima, Morta
they are the i, they are the ill with them the Littera is added,
They build stairway to pigsty heaven with acorns blessed them be
   Nona, Decima, Morta

note-the deities of fate-Parcae
The names of the three Parcae are:
Nona (Greek equivalent Clotho) , who spun the thread of life from her distaff onto her spindle;
Decima (Greek Lachesis) , who measured the thread of life with her rod;
Morta (Greek Atropos) , who cut the thread of life and chose the manner of a person's death.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Straightforward Topmost Love

If you call me dearest buxom blithe almost lady overdraft
In superlative straightforward topmost love
Ita est the tick-tack exterior -face, hands
And all the rest of mine appears-
Your hunger carnal appetite swiftly reappears
And meticulous bank credit plastic take its
Joint venture place alongside with your presence-
Which absolutely nun and abbess in my case
(I mean credit, fees and fears)
But you are welcome to buy a crocodile faith
And stuff it with thoroughbred banknotes,
Leaving scrupulously no jot of precious empty space
And my duvet sensuality bohemian caress decodes
(credit limit free) all the spikes and curves
Of your business strictly oriented body-
Single, free, no pulverized extolment
Of your side kicks, lingerie and taste
But bonus offer nearly expired
So many famished crocs in line
So make your dough and bake in haste
And treat me to your superlative
Straightforward
Topmost
Lingerie in love

NOTE-
Ita est- Latin—that is so.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Suspect The Mob

They flush Bastille as myth and call the people mob without period or dot:
They act to only satisfy their instinct to destroy so orderly employed volition
Of godsend royal to put you dungeon deep and make you slowly heap of rot
Which should not instigate sedition, proclamation, God forbid a revolution-
To shed the blood of mob without trial keep anyone at will in sole confinement,
If only one prisoner was freed to taste again the light of day -it was well worth the while
Of all the future trial, fight ferocious for the rights of Man not high born and bred refinement
To storm the fortress to obliterate Archipelago Gulag's future one small isle
Or you prefer it exclusively for yourself to languish in any concentration camp
Branded number on your hand coz you are only myth and phantom of that Bastille, Archipelago's secret jail and extra day off work for mob and hack
Jails, fortresses, Archipelago isles can you suspect the mob of Sincerity
Honesty and Courage amidst media proclaimed myths in line?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Take The Flower.

'I tell you there is GOD, where is your god, there is none'-now it is eternity that these two have been bickering, under the scorching sun, in the dust of the market place overwhelming the boisterous traders and the dissonance of the crowd.' senseless to deny something which is not'-thought GURU and coming up to the denier smiled at him reaching out to him his empty hand in low voice said-'TAKE THE FLOWER'wildly staring at the empty hand the man hoarsely cried out 'there is none! 'The ONE is beautiful, take the flower.

ENO SUTRAMAN
That Other Me

I can not be the reason or the object
Of love you me? -I simply ask to love the love to be,
To see- it's here and it's growing -the crimson flower at night,
He's free in offering, profusion- myriad of springs in colors
But only one -the flower and spring for you and me,
But attraction of an errant knight's perfection at dawn may steal
Your eyes, reserve and sighs to stalwart beauty of some other dewy eyes of Eden flora,
Me meanwhile serve my time gardening the crimson flower under this new gentleman old sun:
Art horticulture painstaking grafting, pruning, ikebana marriage convenience likes, despair paired,
Dislikes omitted -till scandal comes without polite and prier notice, in-laws or an old friend overboard, chum reinstated-
In beastly area of star dust sprinkle, rating sizzle, drinks on rocks, beach boys hangover hated-
Vortexes of mutual tastes in killings-the steal sharp concrete comes tip-toe ikebana substitute-
Young muscle flexing chivalry in plastic cards, eel heart, dinner jacket, don't mind, cute
Transgender jumping, same sex frantic condom story, midair permanent sojourn,

So goes the Eden gardening revisited, paradise, parasites, obscenity crisscrossed by St. John
and com dot children has certainty in fact committed to repertoire the apple story of no

END- there must be something new
under this new old wrinkled spotty sun

At this same repetition of the dawn
For You and...but who and where is that other Me?

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Bee Is To Be

Your Lordship- the panel of Wits(present and absent)
Is convened to pass the sentence, seal the fate of this
Tiny ever buzzer - intruder of the private parts indiscriminately every flower
(Take a close-up look at the evidence, my lord) the Bee,
'My Lordship see to this In-On-Out love affair for million years-excused, bills by
you are paid and freed,
The panel of wits(present-absent) for the utter neglect of the tiny ever buzzer
and intruder
Is sentenced to hard forced labor pollinating-for how many years?
just Buzz me, LITTLE BEE-'for aZ much million yearZ then excuZed and freed.
    Note (by grace of God) - PLEAZE EXCUZE THE BEE so MANY BUZZ ME-
The BEE is TO BE.
Is there any out there? -(Nota bene by simply me)

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Berlin Wall Anew

They thrust steel hatred blade razor wire, no quarter sniffer dogs and trench,
The migrant wars domesticity permanent void -blood, ruin and stench
The old phobia pariah, pal nice Ghetto - the wall brand new,
Barbed wire welcome disaster flood, earthquake slew?
They add on digits, x-ray them all and profits grew,
The Slayer play with ammunition destination migrant, new.
Each future flood, Earth-displacement, World War too
Repertoire mass rehearsal enslavement
Suspiciously hungry, Empty-handed
Should be apprehended with grace tolerance and sentences extended
TO THE BERLIN WALL ANEW

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Cock And Clock Both Crow Eleven

I have been approached by someone- at my poetry page by general extortionist sage -
I am ready to deliberate to liberate whatever doubts imprisoned in regress espresso of your mind
To climb the Everest of war expenditure summit in kind from guys with toy-Annihilation -exhale peace sex reproductive sex, inhale gas deductive, oxygen per plastic beggar,
Amid Hiroshima postcard bomb intention coy expert crow 'Nevermore' buy Poe Allan Edgar
In right or wrong political agenda, whatever innuendo which catapult your drab and buttocks to ultra speed of death purveyor,
Soothsayer- what rush placebo Russian humble prince as ENO can do for a general
Army-ready for engagement ring? With cuts on throttle fuel, artificial limb, tin,
Gas mask on politician wired explosive gimmick, fishy sympathy with dough Johns devil
Helter-skelter, insanity machine -
slot, slaughter, capacity immensity for horror
Have been approached by desert ghost voice and hear?
One more espresso, drug game monopoly of heaven,
Round table panel directors conference in cage,
Hug, smile, pray, eat bread unleavened
The cock and clock both crow eleven-
One hour per capita, market, general
Quote, Unquote.

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Gemini Light

Gemini the light, my Father found me,
Immersed me in the spheres of his love
Once more, now, again!
To fight for peace against the Nazi,
Find my soul twin - sister, brother
Under so many broad daylight,
Nightmare distorted mask
Look like human or alien husk;
The twin light Gemini in us perished long ago;
Done, dissected we were with my brother, sister
Mutilated, utilization tagged, subhuman rated -
Slaves forever more of master nation Nazi
Performing animal rituals and dances
In circus of their skull cross bones name,
The curse, the beast number was branded of shame
But dawn of human dignity is born
Joy spread your wings I win my Twin for You!
My Father of Brotherhood Equality and Love-
Macabre dragon will be vanquished-
Still born hearts of science of no moral scruples
Their Sabre blade of subjugation
Scythe of death is broken, tarnished
Shine on my Gemini light!

ENO SUTRAMAN
The I Could Be

I took THEE from the astrum light into these...
The times eclipsed what could be me,
The circle vermilion unique expertise -
Chromatic gamut esthetic persuasion
Aphrodite, Erato, the Muses invasion,
The measure of uses -god-love man-
MY HARP -the ASTRUM, the I in the eyes I should be,
ECLIPSE THE TIMES-
IS there any wonder? In that past, return unread, could be?

note: astrum Latin star,
Erato -Class. Myth. the muse of love poetry

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Letter Eye

I is not the letter first but where do I start but from within?
Jay bird blue fan with wings my brow -cool down, watch the scene,
Katydid hoopla hoop on and off ten, must see, somersaults,
(List complete of the hoopla is down here and not over yet)
L.-Capital the Lion recited poems, tail beating rhythm and accord
(the Beetles tried to interfere but ROAR top-20 petrified them
At Love Me DO to learn and know their superiors in ABC and coda)
Monkeys screeched the very likelihood of jungle POP and jamboree and lyrics
Nightingale (deeply offhanded) presented so heartfelt serenading
(epecially to the Lion Capital and me)
That all the Urban Animal and Jungle fled in flood to heavy screech and metal the extras of Sodom,
Ocelot could not stand it like a pillar of salt - the Sodom's jam with somewhat roll and mimics
Parakeets' ‘hip hip Oh happy monkey human Olalla and Gong'
(to quiet them took quite some time and sedition times of boogie -bong)
Quetzal of golden-green and scarlet plumage colors more a poem - song to teach
R-words which are in Top Gear from Stage Display and Screen
Drive the Ivan the Terrible to piano recitals and a lachrymal ode-song,
Siberian Russian Bear from hibernation to reinforce (per force) lyrics, serenade, poems
And gong (boogie-bong) to teach us the lachrymal ode-song of the tyrant reformed
And ABC PLENTY of Poetic Word and Form
(is it god 's own word in jungle urban boogie bong?)
Jay Bird from within me-spread your wings over me,
I tried reformation somersault,
Flip-flop - deformed three times,
Reformed am I?
First only to A, Second only to B,
But Third to C what's all within and out
And beyond besides their tongues and masks
Waving incantations boogie-bong
And Bless You Sneeze You Salt and Pepper Pigs and Stars
My hip, hip hooray the letter EYE-
All their reverencing is posted Post Morten overdue
to My Jay Bird part time white and part time Blue!

THE LETTER EYE
The Psalms Of Edgar Alan Poe

The finale bell and shroud never sleep
Like in bottle the manuscript is sealed
The ocean's raving terror is readily revealed
The parable of life and death is cast ashore
   The Raven's hoarse -Never Nevermore
The Sleeper pass indifference in silence grains of sand,
Chronos of Forever ever more and more
Into the folds of pastime sage- the omen reader
Needs the finale climax of never end the evermore
Phlegm backstage wry faces gesticulate and mimic
The ecstasy and gimmicks of the front end great-
The public squint from every possible viewpoint and income
The psalms of Edgar Alan Poe

ENO SUTRAMAN
The Wizard Hazardous

Wizard hazard to instigate a parallel existing universe
To swab and squeeze the poor of their Adam's curse;
No alms for firearms and give me vote smile ignition,
With born insider's grip velvet steel handshake and intuition,
No full employment only pre- and in time of war,
No tools of torture for exports and domestic in store,
No alms in palms for zigzag swastika dot com to the tag on his multimillionaire's neck -
To shuffle the gold cutting edge one percent the richest, born innocent and equal, deck,
Owl predicts an exponential death for Wall Street dove and oil,
Occasional pickups and sprinkle rain,
All profits sound in body and sane
Plots family and cross alignment - the nuisance in soil...
The wizard hazardous is meditating, evolving are the coils -
Existing are the two but the real one is here on the tag on you -
     One per cent is equal to nighty nine of poverty, not you?

ENO SUTRAMAN
To Alone The End

Day time, arches of twilight
   Alone
lights and darkness
Greet me, pass me -alone
   My ship meets another ship on this ocean of life
-Only a look, a pass away sound then silence again and
Near sighted plenty of utterance mute,
Night time -entry alone
The fellow sheep -counting, nodding and sleep-
Only a female sheep in passing -a wink
To my esthetic amazement keen
And my phlegmatic Slippers' esteem
Of the insole paired, pristine.
Amore mio dolce, piccolo, piccolo -
   Means her wink meets my smile
And she stops for this while
To greet her SUN, the Dawn...
   TO ALONE
     THE END

ENO SUTRAMAN
To Understand

To see what is meant - Add adder of silence in the coils of lies,
The sting and hissing of times, Be deeply bemused,
See Beyond and behind interchangeable masks,
See meticulous facts contradiction intricate design,
See what is what, what dies first - your notion, the truth or adder of lies,
Or simply you circle trite cliché - slightly amused,
What and who the bull’s eye hit square on target,
What and who cater next victim with plenty of sighs,
What and who fatal blows are nimble, primary tasks,
What and who are transfers to any desirable pitch and on scale,
If you can not do all this and much more is not to forget
To understand - You simply fail.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Triangle In Circle And Friend

A capriccio erratum humanum -I fancy Erato to my Eros and Her -triangle and friend,
Fatuitas of such an idea -we are not quite a few,
Though Apollo stand harmony gracefully nude
Lewd, the approach, is not his, mine is sweet
Erato kiss my lips and next to me You stand!
To crown, the Harp, her Excellence of Pulse and Shimmer in rimes of Pulchritude;
The Triangle in Circle of Sonnets and Stanzas - Innermost Love Attitude-Aphrodite's daughter she is,
Oppose, Euterpe, the Sirens -in want deadly they are to square and frame
The Triangle-Poetry, Music and Flame,
Instilling snail pace perdition, hardly audible condition-
Euterpe, Calliope, Erato -we love in love with you,
Follow, follow, on see and land but only us
So soft and gentle is the oblivion Erebus pass
but mute, away the sound dance and Terpsichore audible is Warning-
King you born and Slave you come to the Island Death king Hypnos moon and sun
Where lips in delirium insatiable Yearning,
Beg and cringe for the distilled sweetest poison aroma of the Siren's Song:
Innuendo comes in crescendo of Doom and lull -
Ears and Lips are kissed and caressed -A capriccio poem no end
And I fancy Erato to my Eros and Her- triangle in circle and friend

Notes- A capriccio [a ka'pritt?o] (Italian: 'following one's fancy'), Humanum-Latin human
Fatuitas- Latin fatuity
Erebus (Greek mythology) Greek god of darkness who dwelt in the underworld; son of Chaos; brother of Nox; father of Aether and Day.
Terpsichore-Class. Myth. the Muse of dancing and choral song
Erato-Class. Myth. the Muse of love poetry
Euterpe-Class. Myth. the Muse of music and lyric poetry
Calliope (Greek mythology) The Muse of epic poetry.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Universal Latin Values

Arranged by Modus Vivendi tycoons sync with available Perpetuum Mobile (intolerance per minute)
At school and Parliament we speak Latin but in plain English listen -
To day and for you -the Untermensch in Russia-Bolshevic and Revolution,
Peace, Crimea, Sevasto, Paul and Peter (all unpronounceable in Latin) are under sanctions, till further notice of the Beneficial WAR,
Consignees-guns and thorns instead of roses,
Semi quarter pluralism at European overseas - alias sub product Nazi Peace
International Contingent-
The might enough to make you use your head, you bird crap- lover
-How much dearer now and sweeter the Nazi Latin Values have become for you?

note-untermensch, bird crap lover(not only German) not at all a man!
uber alles-above all, if you do not speak fluent Latin-modus vivendi- manner of living,
perpetum mobile- eternal engine and Astrum- I the star (but not only in Latin)
ENO SUTRAMAN, SEVASTO, PAUL and PETER,
Havana Engine and Good buy and sell
at margin and discount farewell.

ENO SUTRAMAN
Uphill Or Downhill  Easier?

One misty morning on a narrow, winding mountain path, two wanderers met each other both of them felt presence of one traveling upwards heavily placed his luggage on the ground, sat down on a stone, the other with satchel on his shoulder was going downwards, kept observed the man then asked: 'Hey, look here, how should a drop of water fall and not disturb the surface of water? How should I lift up my bundle and not feel the weight? On that they one on his way down thought' make your luggage take you up'. The other on the stone bemused with the question of the stranger easily picked up his luggage started briskly walking up the mountain and as if talking with him answered' can fire be a friend to water?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Vagrancy Porno In Seclusion (Rimes)

Sir Dominic Dormancy No Clemency Doormat met one and six zero NO god scum times
Evasion offshoring delusion, which caused much caustic follow up, cover up of The Times
Doormat sea-fairing positive shoeshine and a bottle of milk Doormat-yes with, cuts no welfare, tax the rich ay ay rimes,
Doormat-yes from up and downtown, all suburbia wave hankies, balloons to Godiva God Viva -no poverty vagrancy porno in seclusion
At the procession time of Sir Dominic Dormancy Clemency Doormat-yes rimes

ENO SUTRAMAN
Wait For All Eternity And See

Take time to appreciate direction, to become the arrowhead of my intention,
Slow down your pace, breath deep the undulating music-scape, metronome of vistas:
Are mountains nodding invitation to gavotte them with magic flute of your invention,
To tickle echoes, chase mischievous pixies, ripples of children's laughter, the stars?
Your orison inspire errant elf enchanted to take you to silver dew meadow inspiration,
To forest, dales, fairytale birds, forget-me-not solfeggio in trills of revelation-
Can never stop your loving fantasy recital lilies of the valley-they bow in reverence,
Gardens midair fragrance ablaze, whiffs waltzing, miracle vision suspense
Defenseless beauty plea for sanctity, momentous poise
Take and keep shape in your chords and sequences of poetic noise
Take in and keep on deep inside the spread aquamarine of my blue sky,
Will chant for fair weather when doom and gloom hang over - storms away they fly
Take in and keep on lit the light in chasms Cimmerian abysmal mine they long
To be invited to merry masquerade in gentle town near smiley sea-
Parade of cacophonous jamboree, stilted clown majestic, wily key
Fandango dancing, tango and stately minuet with port girls hot in their hand
Competing teams of harlequins, confetti ballerina, jay bird rustic band,
Sing all flame loud jolly free from human bondage hymn and song
Forging in music circus masquerading smithy love universal bond
Take time, and weight this moment with a pause...
Your insulated routine independence at a loss?
Is it only a mirage in desert boredom summer dusty city drudge?
To become aquamarine arrowhead, someone else -metronome and nudge-
Take chord in A minor closer mi - mi -
Wait for all eternity and see...

ENO SUTRAMAN
Waiting For Manna?

GURU fell because of hunger, prostrate on an empty street for a long time,  
A hungry mendicant passed by daydreaming-  
-The sooner I'm dead the better 'n sooner I'm decayed, the sooner  
I'm decayed the better 'n sooner I'm grass,  
The sooner I'm grass the better 'n sooner grazed by cow,  
The sooner grazed by cow the better 'n sooner that cow is killed by man-  
-That's then I'm gonna eat like a man- the sooner.  
Nearer to night- time devil came up to him, examined Guru and asked: ' waiting for Manna?  
No, a good companion, answered GURU, devil disappeared... A boy ran up to him, brought along with him  
His grandfather- together they took GURU to their home.

ENO SUTRAMAN
We Do Annex Our Peace

In shrapnel and blood per square inch of mortal flesh of our soil
We do exceed you more than a human can tolerate the times
Of petty puppetry of war, onslaught against our dignity and rights
Of peaceful side by side existence with sunny skies, sea, our blissful land
Of Paradise and mountains - not comparable in beauty, nowhere on this earth!
We live and always break our bread amidst the multitude of friendly people-
Who heartily embrace with hospitality you all-
Come see us for yourselves, taste our vintage magic wine,
Our nature everywhere embrace you with her smile
Crimea, Russia, Referendum says we do not need no war -
We do annex our Peace against whatever war!

ENO SUTRAMAN
Where's Welfare's Postscript Left

Hordes of innate proclivity for primordial solution of complexity of life
Knots of suicide stability tutorial for custodial hedge fund, dole line strife
  Where's welfare cake and knife?
Digit dances, Wall Street prances, diehards nation debt and limousine
Midget sleight hand, porn need, aphrodisiac scatology and war cuisine
  Where are tariffs, free trade and eastern mysticism?
Munching bellies vomit initiation, competition, revivalism, true faith
Crunching reason -season it with club, driving ethics back to cave
  Where Pilate's doubts lave?
Formulas progress in spirals development constant regress is cleft
Corpulence of super rich teach lessons of elopement, self development and theft

  Where's welfare's postscript left?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Which Side Of Display Are You

They long ago franchised their minds of critical ownership of Homo-sapience erect to football media and four letter world f you, Brand trump you all -thugs, bandits, sleek faced miscreants in Politics not and long, long ago-they are not new -so intelligentsia And all the sapience get ready to scrub the Vienna streets with Toothbrush, like historical the Jew -you did not know it? you are not Homo or Jew? it may well happen unexpectedly for all of you, quite Brand trump anew-the question is which side of display are YOU?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Wish You Well

Phil and Christine fell simultaneously into a wishing well
Both naked with 'sell mercenary bedtime separate deal'
Sin as doomed as danced, sold, dreamed or seen-
Victims of Libertine statue and Almighty dream,
As local heresy hearsay a fiver slot guide automaton tell,
Dictums of Pristine Sixteen fiver slot double, What befell?
Which Phil found worth quote unquote in bed,
Which the same to Christine as aforesaid Eva fell,
Fruit fidelity market value added perversity
Nude festivity market value added celebrity
Crazed by the bees of carnal diversity fire extinguish fire
Dazed by the honey Manna hive liquidity assets desire
Scare kitchenware ping pong aerial rights conjugal fight
Midair pan found them on serial budget eider laxity flight
Pan-American down found them present their dream
To the Statue of Liberty wish you well Libertine

ENO SUTRAMAN
Worst Enemy

You smash and bang your fists and head against the walls of self contempt,  
You curse all possible and fact that's good in real other you,  
You damn all life and heaven sphere, friends, relatives of good intent-  
Worst enemy on this stage of life is you- marionette string hate attached,  
Worst choice in evils -rage -to self slaughter by subtle malice  is dispatched,  
All mighty image in misuse hasten his role to poisonous conclusion,  
All mighty paragon of probity lay waste sincerity of love  in wry delusion,  
Histrionics devil's stooges applaud your madman's pranks in wings,  
Tectonics bid to kill you has invaded you to tighten suicidal knots and links  
-That is discern you faces? In that soul of mimicry of yours,  
Of branded cowardice of hope?  
Are all of them is really you, caring angels, friends stalwart quality of yours?  
Worst enemy is you?

ENO SUTRAMAN
Yet Another Day

I miss attraction, close-up feeling -you to me
Am I distracting You from something more and more away from me?
Look back and kiss that distance- I am the distance- separated,
Stand still my eyes -you're running, running ye away- from me
Ye stealing, in absence abyss disappearing -yet another day...

ENO SUTRAMAN
You

A Poem meaning is to be
Times Perusal, you be taken,
Times are branded within to see,
Times are not to be decorated-
If you are alive to be:
Some poems are naked
As the Times and forever be...
A Poem meaning is forever You.

ENO (July 2017)

ENO SUTRAMAN
A good thing is not to be called a fall
B good thing is not love to be in thrall?
C how passion make you sprawl,
Dame In flame, in love without a not,
With idiot (not Dostoevsky),
A bad thing is to fall after dollar fell
B bad thing in love and out they sell
C how abstention hid buy procreation seed
Dates with vice versa at how do you do A D?
With idiot (not Agrippina at B C)
A villa, pixy sexy, sirens flotilla in cove,
B academe, Pan comfort Psyche in grove,
C dean probe lady Chatterley in stove,
Dostoevsky fell in love with Tchaikovsky,
Three-some Swedes fell in love with Mayakovski
Fell for Bede, Picasso fell in love with Pony on ski
And all vice per verse- a good thing called Love
Is at fault with Three Sisters and Chekov
Scylla, Plato in, out seen with wrestler bantam
B good thing- Your Fall, hit military anthem,
C how Love fell in love with your bottom-
Boom, boom, boodle- a good thing is not
To be called a Fall, a curse,
A good thing the end to this verse
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